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About us
Axlo is a technology startup incepted to provide all kind of

automobile solutions in an organized and structured way

through the use of Block chain technology.

Axlo will be having its utility coin for availing all the services

and products of Axlo, as well as other platforms.

Customers can buy EV vehicles, source auto parts,

components, spares online and pay it through Axlo coins.

Axlo will be having manufacturing units of Zero Emission

Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Automobile batteries.

It addresses the gaps in supply-chain by establishing

procurement divisions – in direct liaison with workshops,

service centers, service stations and the Manufacturer &

OEM – saving valuable, time and money for the consumer.



VISION MISSION

Leverage Automobile 

technologies to make our  

services & product offerings  

affordable, customer 

friendly, time-saving &  

contribute to a greener 

environment.

Be a major player in the auto  

component & EV Industry,

achieve operational excellence 

in the supply chain and cost,

support manufacturers to

develop more parts & boost the  

“Make in India” program



PROBLEM
There is a lacuna as far as sourcing

automobiles, providing technical advice to

customers and not using technology to its fullest

extent in the automobile sourcing and servicing

sectors. Automobile users have to visit multiple

service centers, make umpteen inquiries and

wait for a long time for servicing and

procurement, whenever their vehicle develops

a snag or they need to replace a worn out

spare/component/accessory.

Also, EVs are observed to have certain amount

of emissions when Thermal power is used.



SOLUTION

technology. Customers can buy spares,

accessories, renew their insurance and source

Axlo would bridge the gap by addressing the

deficiencies in the system and through the use of

auto components from the comfort of their homes.

One can also get the vehicle washed at Axlo

service centres by booking convenient slots online.

Thus, it eliminates the need of visiting multiple

service centres, standing in Queues for vehicle

servicing and saving your valuable time, energy

and money.

Axlo is manufacturing EVs which are completly on

zero emission based.



TARGET 

MARKET
Automobile Users, that include: 

Two wheeler

Three wheeler 

Four wheeler

Prospective EV vehicle buyers

Layman seeking advice on buying vehicles 

Customers desirous of buying vehicles and 

looking for finance options

Looking to trade in Crypto currency.



SOURCE:

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/automotive-repair-and-service-market

MARKET SIZE

The global automotive repair and

service market was valued at

$789.8 billion in 2021, and is

projected to reach $1,656.21

billion by 2031, growing at a CAR

of 7.6% from 2022 to 2031

http://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/automotive-repair-and-service-market


Customers can buy Axlo EVs, any auto components or 

spares online. we will deliver them to the home door.

Customers can book a Mechanic when their vehicle 

develops a snag through our App. Our trained Mechanic will 

do the needful.

Offering payment through AXLO coins

Customers can book their vehicle wash at a convenient time 

through our Axlo Wash service

Hassle free finance options to buy Automobiles 

Technical advice on automobile sourcing



AIM TO SCALE UP

Also, axlo looks to have tie up with top EV Manufacturers

and distribute the automobiles through its vast network and

ensure mass adoption of EV vehicles.

Axlo will make its foray into the spares, components &

accessory segment in its Axlo Shopping segment.

Genuine spares and accessories can be sourced from our

portal or App. Through Axlo Mechanic & Axlo wash we

can proliferate to Tier-I and Tier-II cities which are high

potential but untapped markets. Axlo, would thus

systematically grow in all these sectors and generate

sizeable revenue considering the huge opportunities and

the lack of such service providers in the automobile sector.



COMPETITORSS

• Ola

• Turno

• Electric one 

• Speed wash

• Go mechanic

• Boodmo

• Go bumper



OUR PRODUCTS

Axlo Zero Emission EVs

Axlo will be having its manufacturing Unit in

Bangalore for the EV Automobiles.

Company will be initially manufacturing Hybrid

Three-wheelers with Solar Electric Batteries

and Hydrogen Engine.

In the FY 2023-24, axlo is intended to

Manufacture Two-wheelers also on the similar

technology.



OUR SERVICES

Axlo shopping

Axlo EV



OUR SERVICES

Axlo Wash

Axlo Mechanic



Axlo Coin

Axlo is also launching its own 64 Million utility coins for the

purpose of availing the services and products at the platforms

of axlo and other platforms.

The data of our customers and vendors are secured through

the use of block chain technology. It provides enhanced

security features protecting the data of our stakeholders.

Block chain allows peer-to-peer and B2B transactions to be

completed without the need for a third party. The immutable

and incorruptible nature of block chain makes it safe from

falsified information and hacks. At Axlo, we are also

committed to delivering our products at an affordable price.



VALUE 

PROPOSITION

Quality products and services  

Single platform to pay/renew your  

insurance

Value for money

Finance options to buy vehicles  

Timely deliverables

Source spares & auto components.  

Schedule a vehicle wash

Call a mechanic to attend vehicle snag
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REVENUE MODEL

Tying up with manufacturers of EV vehicles and marketing 

them to markets where the demand is very high.

Franchisee model through which Axlo Mechanic service would be 

proliferated to Tier-I and Tier-II cities of the country.

Manufacturing and sales of Axlo EVs and batteries, sales of  

automobile accessories and components through our portal.

We will offer funds to those looking to buy automobiles through an 

agreement with significant lending agencies and banks.

We are also in talks with leading Insurers, to provide Insurance for all kinds of automobiles.



TEAM

Mr.Rajesh Mohan KakaRaddi

DIRECTOR

Mr. Sadanand Banagar

DIRECTOR

Mr. Pavan.S

MARKETING & CUSTOMER  

SUPPORT EXECUTIVE



Mr. Devyansh Bansal

COO

Mr.Devyansh Bansal is a computer science engineer by

profession. Nominated for Indian Achievers award and

PADMA SHRI, 3rd highest civilian award for INDIAN citizen

India book of record holder in science and

technology.mGlobal icon of the year 2020 by prime time in

innovation.

His field of speciality includes Artifical Intelligence, Cloud

Computing, Blockchain Technology and Research &

Development.

Laudable Skillsets are Project Management, Software

development and architectural planning, Budgeting and

Cost Analysis, Enterprise Resource Planning



Mr. BasavarajKJ

Mr. Basavaraj KJ, basically a Mechanical Engineer, has over

three decades of experience in Production Management,

New Product Development, Sales, Process Engineering &

Development and has worked with a Navaratna PSU as a

Manager for more than a decade and half. He has carved a

niche in Aeronautical Industry also.

Mr.Basavaraj has a distinguished record in bringing in

achievable growth in manufacturing sector & strengthening

the company's technological, sales and providing futuristic

solutions to our customer's needs.

Mr.Basavaraj is known for his hands-on approach in the areas

of sales, technology, customer relations and new product

development.A competent and focused person by nature, he

applies these attributes to every aspect of the company's

day to day Technical and general administration. He is adept

in leading innovation initiatives and achieve cost-effective

solutions under demanding situations.

CEO



Documentation

Certificate of Incorporation



Documentation

ISO 9001:2015 Certificate



Documentation

StartUp India Recognition



Documentation

Certificate of Commitment



Documentation

PAN GST



CONTACT US
CONTACT US

PHONE: +91-7411023467

E-MAIL : info@axlo.io

WEBSITE : www.axlo.in

LOCATION

35, SRI BALAJI COMPLEX, OPP. ETDS ROAD, 

JALAHALLI CROSS, CHOKKASANDRA, 

BENGALURU, KA 560057 IN

mailto:info@axlo.io
http://www.axlo.in/

